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Since their launch, Anderson’s award-winning GS series nesting cells have been unsurpassed in the woodworking industry.
The GS is focused exclusively on nesting - without design compromises that are made to enable other types of processing.
The result is the fastest nesting CNC in production - Anderson has been able to extract the maximum production capacity
from the machine concept, and bridge the gap between conventional nesting routers and book-cutting beam saws.

With an average nest time of around one minute per/m2, the GS can produce up to twice the output of a traditional
nesting CNC router. And because the GS does the complete process of cutting & drilling then processing times compare
very favourably to using a beamsaw then drilling machine.
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Infeed auto-labelling station
High quality and durable TSC thermal smart control label printer.
Fast and accurate labels are printed and can be turned at either 0° or 90° to match
the orientation of the part.

Vacuum Panel Loader
The cantilever arm with label printer also incorporates vacuum suction cups to move
the panel forward in readiness to be picked-up by the machine gantry arm.

Anderson "Smart Drill" drilling head
The “Smart Drill” does not need to move upwards to the full Z axis height after each
plunge in the workpiece surface. A sensor detects the surface of the panel. As soon
as the drill bits exit the panel, the drilling head will move to the next plunge position
in the quickest possible time.

Overview and features
The GS nesting cell is the benchmark for speed and efficiency. Using the same linear motor magnetic drive technology as
used on the world’s fastest MAGLEV trains, both X & Y axis offer an agile and powerful movement. While cutting speed is
always dictated to by material and tooling, the GS’s rapid vector speed is an astounding 169m/min. While rapid speeds
are important, even more critical is how quickly you can get there. The advanced acceleration ramps between operations
on the GS are lightning fast, making significant time savings – especially in the drilling operations where a larger
proportion of the processing time is spent in rapid moves.

The GS has a bed size of 3700 x 1900 complete with four vacuum zones to suit NZ sheet sizes. Other specifications
include two 300m3/h Busch vacuum pumps, a 15hp liquid cooled electro spindle complete with 10 position tool changer,
and the exclusive ‘Smart Drill’ high speed boring technology with 32 vertical drills. Other features include an infeed label
printing station, and auto loading and simultaneous unloading complete with outfeed conveyor.
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Specifications

Main spindle 11.2kW (15hp) HSK-63F liquid-cooled
X, Y, Z working area 3700 x 1900 x 250mm
Tool changer 10 station
Drilling head 15 x 17 vertical drills
Spindle speeds 1,000 - 24,000rpm
Axis speed (X, Y, Z) 120, 120, 30m/min
Weight 12,500kg

Specifications are subject to change without notice.


